This paper analyses the micro-threaded model of concurrency making comparisons with both data and instruction-level concurrency. The model is fine grain and provides synchronisation in a distributed register file, making it a promising candidate for scalable chip-multiprocessors. The micro-threaded model was first proposed in 1996 as a means to tolerate high latencies in data-parallel, distributed-memory multi-processors. This paper explores the model's opportunity to provide the simultaneous issue of instructions, required for chip multiprocessors, and discusses the issues of scalability with regard to support structures implementing the model and communication in supporting it. The model supports deterministic distribution of code fragments and dynamic scheduling of instructions from within those fragments. The hardware also recognises different classes of variables from the register specifiers, which allows the hardware to manage locality and optimise communication so that it is both efficient and scalable.
Introduction
It is now abundantly clear that within a decade we will have chip-packing densities that will support massive on-chip concurrency. Even today, if microprocessors had not become so burdensomely complex, we would still be looking at levels of on-chip parallelism of the order of 100s of floating-point processors. The problem is that most computers are designed to support binary code compatibility and this yields microprocessors that execute multiple instructions out of order from a sequential stream of instructions. Although this approach supports implicit parallelism within the binary code, it is not at all scalable and an alternative model, microthreading, is presented here with much better scaling properties. This approach also allows backward compatibility of binary-code with no speed-up but does provide speed-up if that code is recompiled (or translated from the binary) only once! The new code uses a few additional instructions in the base ISA to support the explicit description of concurrency (using dynamic meta-data). In addition, it provides synchronisation primitives; a global synchronisation to support bulk-synchronous update of shared or distributed memory and synchronising registers that block instruction issue and allow true data dependencies to be expressed between concurrently executing code fragments without speculation. This paper takes a broad look at the issues involved in this model with the perspective of some notable milestones in parallel processing.
Parallel processing is a subject that never really seems to mature, even though it is has had a great deal of time to do so; the earliest texts on this subject were published more than two decades ago [1] . One reason for this lack of maturity is the relationship between parallel computer architecture and silicon technology, which over the same period has changed so much as to appear discontinuous on a wider historical time scale. We know this change is not discontinuous but exponential and quite predictable. However, this complex relationship has provided a less than stable foundation on which parallel processing has been built (and rebuilt!). There is also considerable inertia in chip architecture, as it is constrained by the economics of a global user base with a considerable investment in legacy software, mostly in binary form. This paper suggests that the move to on-chip concurrency has been sidestepped due to the inherent difficulty in controlling concurrency dynamically. However, as a consequence of the technological advances, this situation cannot be ignored for long. The paper presents microthreading as an emerging paradigm that has its roots in much of the prior work on concurrency. It provides the scalability and code stability required from the commercial perspective in an exponentially changing on-chip enviroment.
Vector and array processors
The 1970s and early 1980s saw the first appearance of parallel computers, which exploited loop-level parallelism. These computers were organised to process vectors or arrays of operations efficiently, either in pipelines (vector supercomputers) or using arrays of interconnected processors working in lock step (array processors). These systems exhibited a wide range of parallelism with values of n 1/2 , ranging from ten through to many thousands (n 1/2 is a measue of concurrency defined on asymptotic performance models found in pipelined implementations and measures the number of operations required to achieve one half of the peak performance see [2] for a complete definition of n 1/2 ). For small n 1/2 , programmers would use existing sequential code and vectorising compilers but loops which contained dependent operations, could not be vectorised [3] . For high n 1/2 , programmers would use explicitly data-parallel languages [4, 5] but typically these were machine specific and code written for one target could not be used on another. This issue of portability has continued to plague parallel processing and even today, three decades later, we can still only support the portability of parallel code through the use of libraries of concurrency controls, such a MPI and others. These library solutions are not appropriate for on-chip concurrency, which is likely to have a significant component of concurrency at the instruction level. However, existing source code does provide significant concurrency at the loop level and this must be exploited in any model targeting on-chip concurrency.
In sequential computers, instructions are executed in loop-body order for each loop index but in a vector computer instructions are executed across loop-index for each instruction in the loop body. Both are unecessarily restrictive and loop concurrency should be captured explicitly so that any schedule of instruction exe-cution can be implemented within the scope of loop-index and loop-body, so long as all true data dependencies are honoured. This would capture loop concurrency, do-across concurrency in dependent loops and instruction-level concurrency within the loop body. Microthreading achieves this and its schedules are data-driven.
Multiple micros
With the inexorable rise of on-chip packing density, the 1980s saw the integration of the first complete 32-bit microprocessors onto a single chip. This development led to the subsequent move from data-parallelism to process-parallelism, as these commodity processors began to be used to construct networks or clusters of microprocessors. One notable building block was the INMOS transputer, the T424 [6] and later the T800 [7] . The INMOS transputer included a 32-bit microprocessor, memory and inter-chip communication channels all on a single die. Transputers also provided hardware-supported concurrency controls in their ISA. A lightweight process model was implemented in hardware providing synchronisation and scheduling linked to the communication channels. Inter-process communication is mapped to either on-chip (shared memory) or off-chip communication across the built-in communication links. The choice was made at link/load time giving the model configurationindependent compilation of code. Commodity microprocessors are still pre-eminent in the design of supercomputers and in the top 500 (see http://www.top500.org/) most are based on off-the shelf microprocessors, although in 2003-4 the top slot was occupied by a multiprocessor based on a pipelined vector instruction set [8] .
Although the INMOS transputer was as close as we have come to an explicitly concurrent microprocessor, it did not capture the concurrency of loops and the concurrency it did capture was at a relatively high level of granularity. Loop concurrency was captured by manually decomposing loops into processes that each executed a subset of the index space and thus programs had to capture scheduling as well as its functionality. Ideally process concurrency should capture concurency at its lowest level of granularity and leave scheduling decisions to the implementation, which should be designed to efficiently schedule units of concurrency not much larger than single instructions. The scheduling decisions, or more accurately the tradeoff between distribution and scheduling, where the former describes true concurrency and the latter interleaved concurrency, can then be separated as a system concern and implemented dynamically, depending on whether throughput or latency tolerance is the primary concern.
Microthreading can also be viewed as a process model of concurrency. It can describe dynamic homogeneous concurrency as well as static heterogeneous concurrency down to the instruction level. Implementation studies have shown that families of threads containing a single instruction can be scheduled more efficiently in this model than in a conventional sequential processor, even when there are dependencies between each of the microthreads.
Implicit instruction-level parallelism
During the 1990s and early 2000s little has changed in the field of concurrent systems. The drive has been to build faster and more powerful microprocessors, based on instruction-level parallelism. If we look at the development of the microprocessor over the last twelve years, Moores law predicts a packing density increase of 256 and a corresponding speed increase of around 16 (the speed of a CMOS transistor is inversely proportional to its length, which is, to a first order approximation, the square root of packing density). If we look at the history of the Power PC processor as an example of progress (see http://www.rootvg.net/RSmodels.htm), clock speed has increased at about twice this predicted rate, i.e. from 33Mhz to 1Ghz over this 12 year period. Over the same period, circuit density has increased entirely as predicted (256 times) but if we look at how circuit density has contributed to instruction-issue width, we see only a factor of 10, with the PPC moving from 32-bit single-instruction issue to 64-bit, five-way, instruction issue. According to Moores law we should be seeing 25 times this increase in issue width, so what has happened?
The faster than predicted clock speed is no doubt due to a finer slicing of the pipeline. The smaller than predicted issue width, a factor of 25, is more worrying and is due to a number of architectural factors:
(i) More area is being used for on-chip memory. Typically 25-50% of the chip area in a modern microprocessor will be second level cache, which exists only to mitigate against the memory wall, as current processors cannot tolerate the high latencies between processor and memory. (ii) Instruction issue is not scalable in out-of-order issue microprocessors, as the issue logic area grows at least as the square of the issue width and currently consumes an area similar in size to the L2 cache in wide-issue designs [9, 10, 11] . (iii) Finally the register file is not scalable [12] . Register file capacity is related to issue width and cell size grows with the square of the number of ports, which in turn is linearly related to issue width. This means that as we increase issue width, we typically have a cubic scaling of register file area, which will very quickly dominate system area, speed and power considerations.
Rixner et. al. [13] recently looked at the issue of register file scaling from the perspective of streaming media applications. They analysed the relative area of a number of chip-parallel designs and concluded that fully distributed solutions, where each ALU port has its own register file with another pair of ports providing connectivity through a fully connected switch gave the best results in terms of area and power. Microthreading adopts a similar approach, although it uses a conventional single-issue, 3-port register file with additional ports for casynchronous ommunication. The difference is that microthreading can execute a wide range of applications using only a ring network, which provides even better scaling properties than the fully connected networks proposed by Rixner. Executing independent loops is mapped to networks that need only broadcast and logical reduction for distributing work and signalling termination of a concurrent section respectively. Executing loops with regular dependencies, such as loop-carried dependencies, requires ring connectivity in addition to the above. If arbitrary dependencies are required, which has not yet been demonstrated, a fully connected network would be required but the asynchronous nature of the communication in microthreaded processors and the latency tolerance would support packet routing over planar to-pologies. Much research has already been performed in this area and much of it is applicable to the move from multi-processors in general to chip multiprocessors, e.g. [14] .
It should be noted that there are numerous other approaches to achieving concurrent instruction issue and scalability, and many of these are based on data-flow. These include the TRIPS architecture [15] , Wavecache [16] and MIT's RAW architecture [17] . Each of these has a number of properties in common, for example, they all (including microthreads) use static placement (distribution) of instructions coupled with dynamic or data-driven scheduling. It remains to be seen which of these new approaches will lead to the most flexibility in terms of scaling and the most compatibility in exploiting legacy code, both now and in the future.
Synchronisation
Efficient and scalable synchronisation is a key issue in the implementation of concurrent instruction issue. Synchronisation is required between ALUs at the instruction level, between clusters of processors at the thread level and between the chips and other external devices such as memory and networks at the system level. Ideally these should all use the same mechanism. For minimising latency, synchronisation should be achieved at the lowest level, i.e. in the registers used by the ALUs as operands to its instructions. The problem here, is the limited namespace used in most ISAs, usually a 5-bit address.
To overcome this limitation in out-of-order concurrent instruction issue, register renaming is used. This provides a new context for each use of a given register specifier and can be expensive. A more organised approach to contextualising the register file has been used in the SUN SPARC ISA and more recently in the IA 64. These contexts are sequential rather than concurrent ones and managing them is relatively cheap.
In microthreading, register remapping is achieved with contextual pointers into the register file. These contexts are created dynamically with the threads and instructions use both contextual pointer and register specifier to address operands and results. They are also created empty and can not be read unless written to. Using this technique, it becomes possible to use a large distributed register file as the synchronising memory. Such an approach is entirely scalable and with thousands of processors on chip the the register file could be many MBytes in size and completely replace the first level of cache. Other approaches have used full/empty bits on registers to achieve synchronisation and have all derived from the Delencor HEP [2] , which was a notable and visionary processor architecture designed by Burton Smith.
The Micro-threaded Model of Instruction-level Concurrency

Related work
Micro-threading was first proposed in 1996 [18] and has been refined and developed in a number of subsequent subsequent papers, e.g. [19, 20] . A number of other papers have also considered similar models, the earliest being nano-threads in [21] , a limited form of micro-threading using only two contexts to tolerate memory latency. There is now a relatively large body of similar work describing the usage of threads for pre-fetching and tolerating memory latency [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . More recently, in [27] , a thread model called mini-threads has been evaluated with a view to increasing concurrency in a SMT architecture, without increasing register-file size as SMT uses threads that require their own context and architectural register set. Last but not least, threading has been used in a broader context with a single shared register set in dataflow architectures, see for example [28] . A good review on multi-threading is given in [29] .
Abstract model
A microthreaded pipeline comprise three major components. An instruction selector, which selects instructions for execution from a number of concurrent code fragments called microthreads. A synchronising memory that suspends instructions until their operands are available and finally one or more functional units that complete the instruction. Each component accepts new instructions/data on every cycle but may take more than one cycle to complete. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . Instruction sequences in the microthreads execute strictly in order, so blocking an instruction at the synchronising memory must also suspend any subsequent issue from the same thread. Microthreaded programs are derived from sequential programs by defining a number of stages k, where execution is passed to a set M k microthreads of cardinality µ k . A stage begins by creating the set of microthreads and ends with a synchronisation that defines the termination of all µ k threads. Within a stage, concurrent microthreads communicate values only via the synchronising memory. Non-synchronising memory can be written by microthreads but values written in one stage may only be read by microthreads from a subsequent stage. This defines a bulk-synchronous model of consistency in main memory. The definition of a microthread depends on the implementation of the instruction selector. In its simplest form a microthread is a sequential program with a single entry point, one or more termination points and no function calls. By providing support for multiple families of microthreads within the instruction selector, microthreads can be defined recursively so that a microthread may also contain concurrent stages. This also allows functions to be defined as microthreads, where parameters and results are managed using dataflow synchronisation in the synchronising memory.
The concurrency in a microthreaded program can be dynamic and is distributed dynamically (although deterministically) to multiple processors. Stage k of a microthreaded program is executed on π k pipelines (π k ≤ µ k ), where thread i (0 ≤ i ≤ µ k − 1) is distributed to processor j (0 ≤ j ≤ π k − 1) using a known function δ(i, µ k , π k ), and executes there to completion. All active microthreads in a pipeline (i.e. those microthreads not suspended in synchronising memory) are stored in an active queue from where they are selected for execution. This selection is data-driven and hence the scheduling of instructions is dynamic and non-deterministic.
Preemption is not implemented at the thread level and all threads execute until they block. Thus the currently-executing microthread executes until either it terminates or one of its instructions is suspended. By partitioning instructions by their delay, i.e. whether they can be statically scheduled or not, a compiler is able to annotate instructions in a microthread with a flag indicating context switch points. Annotated instructions trigger the selection of the head of the active queue as the new currently-executing microthread. The old microthread is forwarded to the synchronising memory with the annotated instruction and waits there until the required data becomes available, when it will be rescheduled by adding it to the active queue again. If the annotated instruction does not suspend the microthread is immediately returned to the tail of the active queue as soon as its data has been read. Stages 1 and 2 of a microthreaded pipeline are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 .
Note that this annotation is an optimisation that removes a control hazard from the pipeline, i.e. a flush on data non-availability at the synchronising memory. As context switching is frequent, this is an important optimisation, which provides efficient pipeline utilisation so long as threads are not starved of data.
To implement microthreading over a conventional ISA requires five new instructions to be added to it. The Cre instruction defines a family of microthreads and returns an identifier to a specified register. It also uses a control block that contains meta data defining the family of microthreads and its context. An advantage of this model is that this meta data is dynamic and can be manipulated at run time or even extended without changing the ISA, although extension will require a redesign to the pipeline. It may for example capture operational parameters and constraints related to resource issues. Cre has non-deterministic delay in execution as there are global implications for its efficient execution. The Sync instruction waits for the termination of the family of microthreads specified in its operand register and returns a value to its target register. For normal termination that value is Maxint. This instruction also has non-deterministic delay, as would be expected. A Brk instruction forces the termination of all microthreads within the specified family and is provided to support infinite families of threads. This instruction passes a return value to the Sync instruction as its termination value. Thus a family of threads either terminates when all threads have terminated normally and gives a return Two further instructions are provided to preempt a whole family of microthreads. The first Kill stops thread creation and terminates all executing threads destroying any synchronising state that may exist. The other Sqz stops thread creation and allows all currently executing threads to complete any synchronisation. In this case the family can be restarted as Sqz returns the index value of the first thread in the family that was not executed. Thus a squeezed family can be restarted from this index value, perhaps on different resources.
In addition to the instructions defined above, a means of annotating instructions must also be defined. Both context switch and termination points must be identified in a microthread's code. This may achieved by a control stream identified along with the instruction stream in the meta data for the family or, as in the example below, by using the pseudo instructions Swch and End that annotate the prior instruction. These pseudo-instructions may be prefetched by the instruction selector concurrently with the annotated instruction, acted on and discarded.
To illustrate the use of microthreaded instructions to create nested concurrent stages, consider the following FORTRAN code performing a matrix-vector multiplication:
This is translated into assembler in Figure 4 using these new instructions. Note the assembler is MIPS like, with the target register as the first specified.
This binary code defines a million concurrent microthreads which are schedule independent. It can be implemented on from 1 to several thousand processors giving linear speedup. The i-loop microthreads are all independent and the j-loop threads each contain a dependency chain but can provide a limited amount of do-across concurrency. The meta data for these families defines the dynamic loop bounds and specifies a partitioning of the microcontext for each thread into global, shared and local registers. More information about the register specifiers is given in section 2.3 but can probably be ignored on first reading.
The actual number of pipelines used to execute this code would have to be defined before executing the first Cre, either statically or dynamically with reference to some operating environment, where an allocation could be done from a pool of processors for each concurrent stage in a program.
On executing the Cre, the globals are copied from the top locations in the creating environment's local registers and broadcast along with a pointer to the family's meta data to all processors participating in this concurrent stage. Each processor independently accesses the metadata and, knowing the loop bounds (µ k ), the number of processors allocated (π k ), and its position in those processors, can create the subset of microthreads it must to execute. These threads are created one per cycle to match the highest possible context switch rate. Creation involves dynamically allocating registers for the microthread, creating an entry in the data structures used by the instruction selector, initialising this, checking the I-cache for a hit on the code pointer and adding the microthread to the active queue. The creation also initialises the allocated registers to empty and sets the first ($L1) to its index value in the family.
Although this example uses homogeneous concurrency, had the loop body been complex enough, further concurrency could be expressed by defining the loop body as a set of concurrenctly executing heterogeneous microthreads. Similarly, heterogeneous concurrency at a high level can be defined in the same way.
Synchronisation name space
Synchronisation defines a partial order over a given namespace. In the example above, that namespace is very large. Each of the 1024 i-loop microthreads requires 5 register variables and generates 1024 j-loop microthreads requiring 7 registers. This defines a namespace of some 7 million register variables, which must be addressed using a 5-bit register specifier. The solution to this problem is simple, each microthread maintains pointers to the location of its register variables. These are defined on register allocation. The currently-executing microthread provides this information to the pipeline as it executes its instructions. Operand and target registers of an instruction use an address formed from the base address provided by the microthread and the 5-bit offsets from the instruction. In this way, the namespace can be much larger than the physical register pool, which in any case will vary with the number of processors allocated to a stage. One potential problem of this resource limitation is resource deadlock, where a dependency can cause a thread to be unable to release its resources and where it may not be possible to create the dependent thread because of those resources being tied up. In the example above a resource deadlock is possible due to the creation of subordinate threads. It is solved by limiting the resources used by the outer family's threads. The metadata specifies that no more than 8 threads per processor will be created in in allocating resources to this family of threads. This allows the subordinate (dependent) threads to be created. This is very similar to k-bounded loops in dataflow terminology.
Partitioning the register file
The microthreaded model captures a number of types of communication, which naturally emerge from a range of high-level language constructs. We can identify this in the example above. The first type of communication is the broadcast of invariant data to all processors involved in executing the family of microthreads. This is the only communication required in executing independent microthreads.
Both families use global data (broadcasts). The loop bound, 1024, is defined in the main body and is used in each outer thread to define the address of the ith row of A. 1024 is set as $L31 in the creating thread and read as $G0 in each outer-loop thread, which after multiplying it with i ($L1) ) passes it to each of its its j-loops $L4 to $G0 in order to address the i,jth element of A. The number of globals, G, shareds, S, and locals, L, are all specified in the metadata when creating a family of threads. In general globals are defined as the top G locations of the creating thread's microcontext.
Globals are loop invariants and may not be redefined in any created thread, as there is no guarantee that other threads on the same processor will have read the global value, as all microthreads executing on the same pipeline will share the same locations for their globals, even access them via the bypass busses. A single offset is required for each family of threads on each processor to access the globals. Figure 5 illustrates a mapping of six independent contexts onto two processors. Note that two addresses into the register file are required for each context. On processor 0, the family uses the top G locations of the local context of the creating thread as its globals and threads acquire a unique address for their locals when it is created. On processor 1 however, the globals must be dynamically allocated and written to before the threads are created but again this space is shared by all threads in the family on that processor. The j-loop in the example above is a dependent family, where variables are shared between one thread and the next. This regular communication requires two further windows to be defined. The shareds and the dependents, represented by $Si and $Di in the assembler respectively. The shared registers are written in one microthread and read as dependent registers in the dependent microthread (the next in index order). The shared and dependent variables define a dependency chain through the family of threads. This chain must be initialised before the first thread and consumed following the last thread. As with globals, the creating thread defines a part of its local context to initialise and consume values at the beginning and end of this dependency chain. Again the number of shared variables is defined in the meta data associated with the creation of a family of microthreads.
The dependency chain maps S local variables from the creating thread to the dependent variables in the first created thread; the shared variables from the first thread to dependent variables of the second thread and so on; until the shared variables from the last thread are mapped to the same local variables of the creating thread again. In the creating microcontext, the S local variables below the globals as those shared by the family of threads created. Note that the local created context now comprises S+L variables when the previous thread is on the same processor or 2S+L when it is not. Communication in this case is implemented as nearest neighbours in a ring for all but the last thread, which may need to forward data over a number of links in a ring if π k does not divide µ k . Note that this use of overlapping windows also allows bypassing of values between dependent microthreads when they are mapped to the same processor. Figure 6 illustrates the mapping of four dependent contexts onto two processors. Note that now three addresses into the register file are required for each context. Pointers for global and local contexts are required as before but in addition, a pointer must be stored for each thread in order to access its dependent registers and a bit must be stored to define whether they are on the same processor or not, bit R in Figure 7 .
The communication defined above is static, or to be more precise defined at create time, when the number of processors is known. A generalisation of the communication model to support arbitrary communication between threads in a family can be implemented but this would be dynamic and must use a remote move instruction Rmv, which would copy a value in a register location from one context to a location in another context, where the remote context was identified by a dynamic index value (or difference in index values) specified in a second operand register. The implementation of this is more complex any analysis of resource deadlock becomes impossible in such a dynamic model. It would require some form of dynamic deadlock aviodance, which would free resources when a potential deadlock was detected, requiring the spilling of synchronising state to main memory (and managing synchronising events on that state).
Research directions
Simulators
The microthreaded model is a promising candidate for chip multiprocessor organisation and has great potential for generating concurrent code from legacy applications. It is currently being investigated in the Microgrids project with funding from the NWO and also within a collaborative EU project AETHER. These projects approach this model from two different perspectives, namely in the foundations of the model in the former and its application to self-adaptive computing environments in the latter. A simulator for a chip multiprocessor of the model defined above has Figure 6 : The mapping of dependent contexts on multiple processors showing global, shared, dependent and local windows within the contexts and the relationship between the shared and dependent contexts in a dependency chain.
already been completed and is currently being used to investigate loop kernals and other small code fragments by compiling them by hand. The simulator can run binary code on an arbitrary number of independent, asynchronously-communicating, microthreaded pipelines. The processor currently implements the Alpha instruction set augmented by the instructions defined in this paper. It has been used to produce some preliminary results, published in [20] . These results showed a near linear speedup for independent microthreads over many orders of magnitude by simply executing the same binary on different numbers of pipelines. A maximum IPC of around 1,600 was obtained for 2,048 processors, for a fixed-sized problem. The inefficiencies come only from the amount of work performed per processor, approximately 900 pipeline cycles in the case of 2048 processors and the overhead of distributing the work, which is also of the order of 100s of cycles in the model we were simulating.
We have also investigated energy efficiency by exploiting the fact that we can easily detect when a pipeline's active queue is empty. In this state its clocks can be disabled and its power put into standby mode. The energy dissipated executing the same concurrent stage on different numbers of pipelines was constant over two and a half orders of magnitude, i.e. from 1..256 processors, with minor inefficiencies as the overheads begin to dominate.
Compilers
In order to perform more extensive evaluation of the microthreaded model, compilers have to be developed. The model, being data driven and asynchronous, is more amenable to parallelisation than a model that requires static scheduling to be managed in the code generation phas eof the comppiler. Even dependent loops can exploit "do-across" concurrency when executed on multiple processors. In this case, the number of processors that can usefully be used is related to the number of independent instructions in the static schedule of the microthreads. The number of processors can be selected dynamically and is dependent on the resolution of dynamic issues, such as pointer disambiguation, which may or may not result in loops being dependent. Such dynamic resolution is only possible because of the dynamic distribution and scheduling in this model.
Of course any microthreads whether dependent or not, when mapped to a single processor will provide tolerance to latency through dynamic interleaving. The compiler exploits this and will generate static sequential schedules for instructions with known delay but annotate instructions to context switch when delay is non-deterministric. The static schedules are executed in order, whereas execution following annotated instructions is scheduled by the instruction selector.
Our strategy for the compiler is to enable the development of a system and tool-chain incrementally and we are currently investigating a number of different compiler frameworks as a basis for the compilation. In order to minimise time to solution we have adopted a low-level, intermediate language based on C, which implements the additional instructions defined in this paper as keywords, µTC. Our compiler tool chain will then make use of various front-end compilers (as well as manual generation of this dialect of C). Candidate high-level compilers include compilation from sequential C and compilation from data-parallel languages, such as single-assignment C (SAC) [30] . This strategy allows us to investigate and evaluate code-generation techniques by hand. For example, we will investigate translating benchmarks in C to µTC, evaluating these in our simulator environment and building a set of analysis techniques and optimisations that can be applied automatically. To illustrate µTC, the example coded in FORTRAN above has been translate into the following µTC thread definition, which accepts arrays A, x and y and array size m: It can be seen that this code reflects the loop structure of the original code and the transformation from sequential C requires only that the loop control constructs are replaced by create constructs, where concurrent execution is possible. This is true for both dependent and independent loops. The create construct supplies parts of the meta-data required for the concurrent sections. The remaining meta data, such as the extents of the various register windows, will be generated by the µTC compiler.
Implementation
The design and implementation of a microthreaded pipeline in VHDL has already begun. The work to date has focussed on the support structures, e.g. the instruction selector, the synchronising memory and their interaction. The data processing part of the pipeline is no different to a conventional design. One of the fundamental issues that underpins this work is to ensure that implementations are scalable. By this we mean that the area occupied on chip is proportional to the number of instructions issued per cycle (physical concurrency) also that the area occupied is proportional to the amount of latency tolerance required (virtual concurrency) and that both can be scaled over orders of magnitude. This can only be achieved if both the instruction selector and synchronising memory can be distributed to each pipeline on the chip multi-processor. In synchronising memory, communication between processors is required to distribute a family and in commmunicatinig dependencies between its threads. An investigation in [20] looked at the distribution and frequency of the accesses to the asynchronous (non-pipeline) ports in the synchronising memory. It concluded, using a static analysis of a range of different code kernals, that a distributed-shared synchronising memory could be implemented with 5-ports per processor, where three ports provided single instruction issue per cycle and the other two asynchronous ports were able to manage all other demands on the local register file. We have concluded from this study that each pipeline could support 512 synchronising registers in an area less than a 64-bit FPU, which would support of the order of 100s of local concurrent threads. Area estimates for the register file and thread management can be found in [31] . The data structures managed in the instruction selector, both of which are random-access memories.
The ISA and its implementation have been designed to support the concurrent creation and execution of microthreads. A design goal has been to support concurrently, one thread creation, one context switch and one thread reschedule from the synchronising memory per cycle, as we have written and simulated code that requires this in order to maintain a full pipeline. This stringent limitation, coupled with the requirement for scalability means that all thread management should be performed using direct access memories for all state accesses. Figure 7 shows the structures and state used in thread manipulations. Active queues are managed in the thread state memory, called CQ in [31] . Notice that both thread and family id (T id and F id ) are in fact addresses into the respective memories. The active queue, a queue of queues, is maintained using pointer fields in the state stores with head and tail pointers stored for each family. The memory required is similar in complexity to the syncronising memory and [31] shows that even considering all concurrent accesses specified, the size of a 256 entry thread-state memory is smaller than the synchronising memory.
Conclusions
This paper has presented a model of concurrency that supports a massive number of threads organised with no or little overhead in terms of thread creation, context switching and synchronisation. The model is incremental and thus offers backward compatibility with legacy binary code. Moreover, by recompiling or translating the binary code once only, schedule-invariant code is obtained that can be run on an arbitrary number of processors up to some dynamic, code-defined limit. The paper presents the model and the novel register mapping that supports efficient inter-thread communication. The model is scalable, being implemented on arrays of processors connected only by a broadcast network (with distributed synchronisation) and a nearest neighbour ring network for inter-thread communication.
Moreover, results presented elsewhere have shown that implementations of the two major structures in a microthreaded pipeline are scalable and manageable. These properties, together with the potential for globally asynchronous, locally synchronous implementation make microthreading a potentially attractive model for future chip-multiprocessors.
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